Lock devices with layered security and protect patient privacy.

Software-level security
Integration, unified security protects the endpoint. An AI-powered agent identifies threats and passes them to the embedded processor, and alerts the management system.

Evolve and thrive with ThinkShield security.
ThinkShield is Lenovo's security portfolio of hardware, software, services, and processes — fully customizable solutions to secure your critical data and business technology. Get the most comprehensive protection with a modern Windows 10 Pro device powered by the Intel® Evo™ vPro® platform, what IT needs and users want. Learn more at www.lenovo.com/Health

Silicon-level security
CPU security features ensure root-of-trust boot-up to keep malicious code out of the BIOS. The Intel® Evo™ vPro® platform is built for what IT needs and users want.

Healthcare has the highest industry average cost per data breach at $7.13 million.3

More than 90% of healthcare organizations suffered at least one cybersecurity breach in the previous three years, according to the U.S. Healthcare Cybersecurity Market 2020 report.1

Firmware-level security
Firmware- and OEM-level security
Block malicious attacks with features that detect threats, prevent intrusion, and even autonomously repair devices.

Firmware attacks have increased since 2016.2
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Device as a Service (DaaS)
Deploy devices that are always up to date and protected by the latest security features. Choose Lenovo DaaS for modular, scalable, end-to-end lifecycle support.

40% of ITDMs in large organizations are extremely interested in moving to a DaaS model.4

Flexible package design and financing
End-to-end management and support
Faster device refresh
Best-in-class hardware

Microsoft Secured-core PC integration
Intel® Transparent Supply Chain
Intel® AI threat detection
Intel® Active Management Technology
Microsoft Secured-core PC
Intel® Hardware Shield on the Intel vPro® platform

SentinelOne AI-powered endpoint protection
Absolute endpoint management
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